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Counterterrorism Law and Practice in the East African Community Christopher E. Bailey 2019-02-14 This book offers a
comparative analysis of counter-terrorism law and practice in the East African Community, including compliance with
international human rights and humanitarian law. Bailey offers legal reform recommendations to achieve better
compliance with international legal obligations.
Emerging Champions in the Digital Economy Xiaoming Zhu 2018-12-13 This book presents a list of emerging and
established companies which have a strong belief in the digital economy and elaborate their unique digital innovations.
The companies selected for this book are from a variety of industries, including both Chinese and international leading
technology companies such as iflytek, JD.com, IBM and Amazon. A wide range of commercial fields are covered
ensuring a comprehensive research on the topic of digital economy, for example Shanghai Center (Construction
Management), PPDai(Finance), 3Dmed(Precision Medicine), Children’s Hospital of Shanghai(Medical Service), First
Respond (First Aid Service) etc. All cases are presented based on field studies as well as in-depth interviews and are
followed by thought-provoking case analysis, which can help readers to better understand the cases from different
perspectives. Readers can use this book as a good reference to address challenges and capture opportunities in the
context of ever growing digital economy.
Drought Policies: Case Studies on Mega-droughts for the High Level Experts and Leaders Panel on Water and Disasters
(HELP) Jerome Delli Priscolli 2019-11-15 This book focuses on mega-droughts of the past 20 years. Twelve cases from
both developed and developing countries are elaborated in the book. Its intention is to draw lessons from the cases of
extremely severe water shortages so that countries and stakeholders can be better prepared for extreme drought events
in the future. Several recurrent themes emerge from the diverse case studies and descriptions of programs. For example,
most chapters discuss the necessity to move from reactive (compensatory) to preventive policies. This theme has
implications for use of insurance in developing countries, e.g. is insurance encouraging investments to help countries
avoid disasters or is it acting mostly in a humanitarian way to compensate for losses to help people? Several authors
point to the importance of risk assessment and to developing risk based policies for drought. This raises statistical issues
of how such assessments of uncertainty and risks are done and how they relate to actual occurrence of events. Most
chapters call for more inter-sectoral policies, policies which integrate water resources management approaches and to
the necessity of raising public awareness of droughts in times of no drought. The issue of structural versus nonstructural
is clear in most cases. While often cast as ‘either/or’ the message that emerges is more one of how do you integrate
these approaches. Finally, a few chapters bring to light how prevention is needed for national security as well as water
security. In Focus – a book series that showcases the latest accomplishments in water research. Each book focuses on a
specialist area with papers from top experts in the field. It aims to be a vehicle for in-depth understanding and inspire
further conversations in the sector.
The Mueller Report Robert S. Mueller 2019-04-26 This is the full Mueller Report, as released on April 18, 2019, by the
U.S. Department of Justice. A reprint of the report exactly as it was issued by the government, it is without analysis or
commentary from any other source and with nothing subtracted except for the material redacted by the Department of
Justice. The mission of the Mueller investigation was to examine Russian interference in the 2016 Presidential election,
consisting of possible links, or "collusion," between the Donald Trump campaign and the Russian government of Vladimir
Putin as well as any allegations of obstruction of justice in this regard. It was also intended to detect and prosecute,
where warranted, any other crimes that surfaced during the course of the investigation. The report consists of a detailed
summary of the various investigations and inquiries that the Special Counsel and colleagues carried out in these areas.
The investigation was initiated in the aftermath of the firing of FBI Director James Comey by Donald Trump on May 9,
2017. The FBI, under Director Comey, had already been investigating links between Russia and the Trump campaign.
Mueller submitted his report to Attorney General William Barr on March 22, 2019, and the Department of Justice released
the redacted report one month later.
Seasonal to Decadal Prediction of Marine Ecosystems: Opportunities, Approaches, and Applications Mark R. Payne
2019-06-28 Tremendous advances in oceanographic observing and modeling systems over the last decade have led to
unprecedented developments in the nature of information available to marine science. While improvements in
observational technologies and networks have garnered much attention, remarkable developments in forecasting the
ocean have received much less focus. Exploiting this new predictive skill to improve scientific understanding, generate
advice and aid in the management of marine resources, is emerging as one of the new challenges of marine science.

Translating predictions of the physical environment into biological outcomes, however, is not straightforward. Fisheries
scientists, for example, have been trying to understand the links between physics and biology, and generate predictions
of variables such as recruitment, for close to a century, with limited success. Nevertheless, spatial distributions and the
timing of key events, which have received less focus, are often tightly linked to the physical environment and may have
management-relevant applications. The first-such forecasts based on this skill are now starting to emerge. This Frontiers
in Marine Science Research Topic provides a snapshot of the state-of-the-art in Marine Ecological Prediction. It covers
the opportunities for developing such forecasts, technical approaches that could be employed, and examples where the
technology is already being applied. This body of work therefore marks an important milestone on the route to developing
this new and exciting field of marine science.
Gender in the 2016 US Presidential Election Dustin Harp 2019-04-09 Using a discourse analysis, Dustin Harp
investigates media during the 2016 US presidential election to explore how traditional (patriarchal) and feminist ideas
about gender played out during the campaign. The book illustrates how these two ideologies competed for space and
struggled for discursive authority. A broad range of media texts is examined, and "gender moments," where gender
became a dominant part of the political conversation, are identified. These include the "nasty woman" and "grab them by
the pussy" comments of Donald Trump and the "woman card" played by, and against, Hillary Clinton. Furthermore, Harp
reveals how binary notions of gender and stereotypical ideas of how men and women should behave, look, and sound
structured the ways Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton were talked about in the media. As a counterpoint, the research
also shows the ways feminist ideologies worked against the sexism and misogyny and became mainstream in media
discourse during the campaign. Students and researchers of Gender Studies will find that the "gender moments" in
Gender in the 2016 US Presidential Election tell a broader story about women, gender expectations, and power. They
offer important and timely insights about misogyny and sexual harassment in contemporary US culture and feminist
resistance in a mediated public sphere.
Claims for Secession and Federalism Alberto López-Basaguren 2019-01-05 This volume, incorporating the work of
scholars from various parts of the globe, taps the wisdom of the Westphalian (and post-Westphalian) world on the use of
federalism and secession as tools for managing regional conflicts. The debate has rarely been more important than it is
right now, especially in light of recent events in Catalonia, Scotland, Québec and the Sudan - all unique political contexts
raising similar questions about how best to balance competing claims for autonomy, interdependence, political voice, and
exit. Exploring how various nations have encountered comparable conflicts, some more and some less successfully, the
book broadens the perspectives of scholars, government officials, and citizens struggling to resolve sovereignty conflicts
with a full appreciation of the underlying principles they represent.
Horn, Sahel, and Rift Stig Jarle Hansen 2019-07-01 The 1998 attaThe 1998 attacks against US embassies in Nairobi and
Dar es Salaam attest to al-Qaeda's durable presence in Africa, yet Islamist-inspired radical organisations in the continent
have gained much attention of late, the result of their campaigns of insurgent and terrorist violence directed against the
state in Algeria, Somalia, Nigeria, Mali, Burkina Faso, Niger, Tanzania, Ethiopia, Uganda, Djibouti and Kenya. These
groups include Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, Harakat Al Shabaab, Boko Haram, the Movement for Oneness and
Jihad in West Africa, and Ansar Dine. This book explains why the Idea of Jihad is alive and well in sub-Saharan Africa,
even after more than thirty years of Western and global efforts to curtail it, and how most important organisations are
formed by the interaction between the often under-estimated local and global dynamics. Stig Jarle Hansen has been
researching African radical violent Islamism for more than fifteen years and is well placed to explain how and why such
groups emerged, whether they manifest any specific traits compared with other violent Islamists, and what is likely to be
their impact beyond the African continent. He also discusses the response of African and Western governments to this
phenomenon cks against US embassies in Nairobi and Dar-es-Salaam attest to al-Qaeda's durable presence in Africa,
yet Islamist-inspired radical organizations in the continent have gained much attention of late, the result of their
campaigns of insurgent and terrorist violence directed against the state in Algeria, Somalia, Nigeria, Mali and Kenya.
These groups include Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, Harakat Al Shabaab, Boko Haram, the Movement for Oneness
and Jihad in West Africa and Ansar Dine. Evidence has emerged to suggest that beyond shared political objectives they
are also collaborating in terms of finance, propaganda, arms transfers and training, while Western governments believe
some of them maintain links with Al-Qaeda "central." Stig Jarle Hansen has been researching African radical violent
Islamism for more than ten years and is well placed to explain how and why such groups emerged, whether they manifest
any specific traits compared with other violent Islamists, and what is likely to be their impact beyond the African continent.
He also discusses the response of African and Western governments to this phenomenon.
Mookie Betts Budd Bailey 2019-12-15 Some athletes not only thrill their fans with their skill on the playing field but also
inspire their followers by overcoming obstacles along the way. That combination has helped make such people icons in
our culture. One of those great icons is baseball's Mookie Betts. The five-foot-nine Betts always displayed great athletic
ability, but many considered him too small to climb up the sports ladder. However, Betts overcame those doubters to
become one of his sport's best players. In 2018, he became the first ever American League player to win baseball's Most
Valuable Player, Silver Slugger, Gold Glove, batting title, and World Series title in the same season. This biography tells
the exciting story of the Boston Red Sox star, including the victory of his team in the 2018 World Series. This bio features
stats, photographs, and the words of teammates, coaches, opponents, and Betts himself.
The European Union’s Security Relations with Asian Partners Thomas Christiansen 2021-05-11 This wide-ranging book
analyses EU-Asia security relations in a systematic, substantive and comparative manner. The contributions assess
similarities and differences between the EU and its Asian partners with respect to levels of threat perception, policy
response and security cooperation in the context of historical, institutional and external factors – such as the influence of
the United States. The book presents original empirical research organised in four parts: a number of contributions

providing discussions of the global context in which EU-Asia security relations develop; a series of chapters covering the
range of dimensions of EU-Asian security, including both traditional and non-military aspects of security; chapters
addressing the specific issues touching on bilateral relations between the EU and its partners in the Asia-Pacific region;
and a final part presenting the overall findings across the various contributions together with the future outlook for EUAsia security relations.
Red Sauce Ian MacAllen 2022 "A narrative social history tracing the evolution of traditional Italian American cuisine from
its origins in Italy and its transformation in America into a distinct new cuisine"-Rock Solid Marites Dañguilan Vitug 2018-11-21 Rock Solid: How the Philippines Won Its Maritime Case Against China
presents a comprehensive account of the epic legal success of the Philippines' territorial claim over that of China. The
arbitral ruling is paramount to the protection of Philippine sovereignty and territorial integrity. Readers will appreciate the
unpacking of the complex nature of Philippine national interest, stretching from fishery and natural resources to security
concerns and territorial integrity of the nation.
Comparative Constitutional Theory Gary Jacobsohn 2018 The need for innovative thinking about alternative constitutional
experiences is evident, and readers of Comparative Constitutional Theory will find in its pages a compendium of original,
theory-driven essays. The authors use a variety of theoretical perspectives to explore the diversity of global constitutional
experience in a post-1989 world prominently marked by momentous transitions from authoritarianism to democracy, by
multiple constitutional revolutions and devolutions, by the increased penetration of international law into national
jurisdictions, and by the enhancement of supra-national institutions of governance.
The True Military Power of North Korea Andrew Scobell 2020-12-17 North Korea is a country of paradoxes and
contradictions. Although it remains an economic basket case that cannot feed and clothe its own people, it nevertheless
possesses one of the world's largest armed forces. This book provides the facts regarding the true force of North Korean
Army and gives an assessment of its capability to harm the United States. North Korea's Military Threat Conventional
Forces Unconventional Forces Overall Conclusions The North Korean Ballistic Missile Program DPRK National Strategy
and Motivations Historical Background of DPRK Missile Development Institutional Setting Conclusion U.S. Government
Policy Toward North Korea Countering the North Korean Threat (New Steps in U.S. Policy) Pressuring North Korea
(Evaluating Options) President Donald Trump on Current Crisis on the Korean Peninsula A Message to the Congress of
the United States on the Continuation of the National Emergency with Respect to North Korea Continuation of the
National Emergency with Respect to North Korea Statement from the President on North Korea's Second ICBM Launch
Statement by President Donald J. Trump on North Korea About the Authors
New Zealand National Security Carl Bradley 2020-04-19 In an interrelated and increasingly complex, dynamic and
globalised security environment, New Zealand faces a range of complex and multifaceted non-traditional threats. They
range from trade insecurity to terrorism and transnational crime, disputes over the control and exploitation of resources,
and tensions linked to ideological, cultural and religious differences. The volume's contributors include local and
international academics alongside experts who have extensive New Zealand security-sector expertise in defence,
diplomacy, national security coordination, intelligence, policing, trade security and bordermanagement.New Zealand
National Security: Challenges, Trends and Issues situates New Zealand within its broader political and regional security
context and the various great and minor power tensions occurring within the Asia Pacific and South Pacific regions. It
looks at how to protect New Zealand's border and the zones where its interests meet the world; it examines alternative
ways of thinking and doing New Zealand's national security; and it looks at looming national security questions. It aims to
provide New Zealanders with a critical awareness of the various salient security trends, challenges and opportunities to
initiate a &‘whole of society' discussion of security.
Public Diplomacy and the Implementation of Foreign Policy in the US, Sweden and Turkey Efe Sevin 2017-02-14 This
book presents a comprehensive framework, six pathways of connection, which explains the impact of public diplomacy on
achieving foreign policy goals. The comparative study of three important public diplomacy practitioners with distinctive
challenges and approaches shows the necessity to move beyond soft power to appreciate the role of public diplomacy in
global politics. Through theoretical discussions and case studies, six pathways of connection is presented as a framework
to design new public diplomacy projects and measure their impact on foreign policy.
Law as if Earth Really Mattered Nicole Rogers 2017-04-21 This book is a collection of judgments drawn from the
innovative Wild Law Judgment Project. In participating in the Wild Law Judgment Project, which was inspired by various
feminist judgment projects, contributors have creatively reinterpreted judicial decisions from an Earth-centred point of
view by rewriting existing judgments, or creating fictional judgments, as wild law. Authors have confronted the specific
challenges of aligning existing Western legal systems with Thomas Berry’s philosophy of Earth jurisprudence through
judgment writing and rewriting. This book thus opens up judicial decision-making and the common law to critical scrutiny
from a wild law or Earth-centred perspective. Based upon ecocentric rather than human-centred or anthropocentric
principles, Earth jurisprudence poses a unique critical challenge to the dominant anthropocentric or human-centred focus
and orientation of the common law. The authors interrogate the anthropocentric and property rights assumptions
embedded in existing common law by placing Earth and the greater community of life at the centre of their rewritten and
hypothetical judgments. Covering areas as diverse as tort law, intellectual property law, criminal law, environmental law,
administrative law, international law, native title law and constitutional law, this unique collection provides a valuable tool
for practitioners and students who are interested in learning more about the emerging ecological jurisprudence
movement. It helps us to see more clearly what a new system of law might look like: one in which Earth really matters.
The Despot's Apprentice Klaas 2017-12-07 Donald Trump isn’t a despot. But he is increasingly acting like a despot’s
apprentice. Whether it’s attacking the press, threatening the rule of law, or staffing the White House with family members
and cronies, Trump is borrowing moves from the world’s dictators. The president’s bizarre adoration of global strongmen

has also transformed US foreign policy into a powerful force cheerleading some of the world’s worst regimes. An expert
on authoritarianism, Brian Klaas is well placed to recognise the warning signs of tyranny. He argues forcefully that with
every autocratic tactic or tweet, Trump further erodes democratic norms in the world’s most powerful democracy. The
Despot’s Apprentice is an urgent exploration of the unique threat that Trump poses to global democracy—and how to
save it from him before it’s too late.
Merchants of Truth Jill Abramson 2020-02-11 Former executive editor of The New York Times and one of our most
eminent journalists Jill Abramson provides a “valuable and insightful” (The Boston Globe) report on the disruption of the
news media over the last decade, as shown via two legacy (The New York Times and The Washington Post) and two
upstart (BuzzFeed and VICE) companies as they plow through a revolution that pits old vs. new media. “A marvelous
book” (The New York Times Book Review), Merchants of Truth is the groundbreaking and gripping story of the precarious
state of the news business. The new digital reality nearly kills two venerable newspapers with an aging readership while
creating two media behemoths with a ballooning and fickle audience of millennials. “Abramson provides this deeply
reported insider account of an industry fighting for survival. With a keen eye for detail and a willingness to interrogate her
own profession, Abramson takes readers into the newsrooms and boardrooms of the legacy newspapers and the digital
upstarts that seek to challenge their dominance” (Vanity Fair). We get to know the defenders of the legacy presses as
well as the outsized characters who are creating the new speed-driven media competitors. The players include Jeff
Bezos and Marty Baron (The Washington Post), Arthur Sulzberger and Dean Baquet (The New York Times), Jonah
Peretti (BuzzFeed), and Shane Smith (VICE) as well as their reporters and anxious readers. Merchants of Truth raises
crucial questions that concern the well-being of our society. We are facing a crisis in trust that threatens the free press.
“One of the best takes yet on journalism’s changing fortunes” (Publishers Weekly, starred review), Abramson’s book
points us to the future.
Pandemics and Polarization Nathan Myers 2019-11-14 Partisan divisions over policy in the U.S. Congress and rising
disease threats put millions of Americans at risk. The Zika public health emergency is used to illustrate the key functions
of coordination, providing countermeasures, and engaging in disease surveillance which the government must engage in
during such an emergency. The author looks at how the standoff over Zika funding negatively affected the government’s
response within federal agencies, as well as at the state and local level. Also examined in the book are serious threats
still on the horizon that are expected to require strong government action in the future. Possible policies to avoid future
gridlock are considered.
Focus On: 100 Most Popular African-American Players of American Football Wikipedia contributors
The Other Digital China Jing Wang 2019 Westerners tend to equate political action with revolution and open criticism,
leading to concerns that the less outspoken citizens of nonliberal societies are brainwashed, complicit, or paralyzed by
fear. Jing Wang shatters this myth, showing how online activists in China are quietly building powerful coalitions for
incremental social change.
Fundamentals of Management with Student Resource Access 12 Months Danny Samson 2017-12-05 Samson/Daft/
Donnet's Fundamentals of Management is a robust foundation text providing a balance of broad, theoretical content with
accessible language for students. This sixth edition features a new author on the team and contains updates to content
based on recent research. Along with current management theory and practice, the text integrates coverage of
innovation, entrepreneurship, agile workplaces, social media and new technology throughout. The book is rich with
experiential exercises, self-assessment activities, challenges and cases for students to engage with, developing multiple
skills. Examples within the text are both local and global, with a new focus on a 'skills approach', and each part of the text
concludes with a contemporary continuing case study, focussing on car company, Toyota, as it faces managerial
challenges and opportunities in the region The text covers the four key management functions: Planning, Organising,
Leading, and Controlling, conveying to students the elements of a manager's working day.
The Global Supply Chain Wolfgang Lehmacher 2017-01-28 This book provides readers an in-depth understanding of the
inner mechanisms and principles of the global supply chain. Authored by the Head of Supply Chain and Transport
Industries at the World Economic Forum, it draws on a wealth of operational and managerial expertise in the global
supply chain industry that drive the world’s economies. The book analyzes the importance and impact of globally
networked sourcing, production and distribution, and presents detailed information on the opportunities, limitations and
challenges of linear value and supply chain systems. Building on a series of recent industry cases and with a focus on the
latest developments in actual business processes and models, it reveals how the transformation toward circular supply
chains and regenerative resource management forms the basis for success and sustainability in business. “The book
brings together technical, social, political, and geographical trends, suggesting how supply chain management can lead
the quest for many of the world’s most pressing challenges.” Yossi Sheffi, Professor of Engineering, MIT, Head, MIT
Center for Transportation and Logistics “This book provides an essential roadmap, guiding the reader easily through
complex developments and concepts.” John Manners-Bell, CEO Transport Intelligence and Honorary Visiting Professor,
Guildhall Business School, London “With strategic foresight, Lehmacher develops a vision of a circular economy within
which consumer, manufacturer and logistics companies assume collective responsibility for sustainable value creation.”
Alfred Talke, Group Managing Director ALFRED TALKE Logistic Services “Those who are active in logistics and supply
chain management, in practice or academia, will discover a fresh view on the whole field of activity beyond the day-to-daybusiness.” Prof. Dr.-Ing. Thomas Wimmer, Chairman of the Executive Board, BVL International
Political Populism in the Twenty-First Century Maria Hsia Chang 2021-04-06 At the end of the Cold War, which was
ushered in by the disintegration of the Soviet Union, the West celebrated the “end of history”—“the endpoint of mankind’s
ideological evolution”—only to find itself caught in internal conflicts of political populism. This book focuses on so-called
“right wing” populist movements and parties in democratic polities—those in Russia, Central and Western Europe, and

the United States. Central to the definition and dynamics of populism are its anti-globalism and anti-elitism, the latter a
reaction against the elites’ arrogance and dismissive contempt.
Indigenous Peoples as Subjects of International Law Irene Watson 2017-07-14 For more than 500 years, Indigenous
laws have been disregarded. Many appeals for their recognition under international law have been made, but have thus
far failed – mainly because international law was itself shaped by colonialism. How, this volume asks, might international
law be reconstructed, so that it is liberated from its colonial origins? With contributions from critical legal theory,
international law, politics, philosophy and Indigenous history, this volume pursues a cross-disciplinary analysis of the
international legal exclusion of Indigenous Peoples, and of its relationship to global injustice. Beyond the issue of
Indigenous Peoples’ rights, however, this analysis is set within the broader context of sustainability; arguing that
Indigenous laws, philosophy and knowledge are not only legally valid, but offer an essential approach to questions of
ecological justice and the co-existence of all life on earth.
Politics, Media and Campaign Language Stephanie Brookes 2017-04-03 Politics, Media and Campaign Language' is an
original, groundbreaking analysis of the story of Australian identity, told in Australian election campaign language.
Stephanie Brookes argues that the story of Australian identity is characterized by recurring cycles of anxiety and
reassurance, which betray a deep underlying feeling of insecurity. Introducing the concept of ‘identity security’, the book
focuses on electoral language and demonstrates that election campaigns provide a valuable window into an overlooked
part of Australia’s political and cultural history. 'Politics, Media and Campaign Language' reclaims Australian campaign
speech and electoral history to tell the story of changing national values and priorities, and traces the contours of
collective conversations about national identity.
The Best Candidate Eugene D. Mazo 2020-09-17 Leading scholars examine the law governing the American presidential
nomination process and offer practical ideas for reform.
Assessing the War on Terror Charles Webel 2017-02-17 This volume is a collection of articles that critically examine the
efficacy, ethics, and impact of the War on Terror as it has evolved since 9/11. During the decade and a half of the Global
War on Terror (GWOT), numerous books have considered the political, psychosocial, and economic impacts of terrorism.
However, there has been little systematic effort to examine the effectiveness of the GWOT in achieving its goals.
Furthermore, there is virtually nothing that presents a comparative analysis of the GWOT by the people most directly
affected by it—citizens and scholars from conflict zones in the Middle East. There is, therefore, great need for a book that
analyzes the strategies, tactics, and outcomes of the GWOT and that also presents facts and ideas that are missing or
underrepresented in the dominant public narratives. The contributions in this volume were chosen to specifically address
this need. In doing so, it uniquely provides not only Western perspectives of the GWOT, but also importantly includes
perspectives from the Middle East and those most directly affected by it, including contributions from scholars and policy
makers. Overall, the contributions demonstrate how views differ based on geographical location, and how views have
changed during the course of the still-evolving War on Terror. The book will be of much interest to students and scholars
of terrorism and counter-terrorism, foreign policy, Middle Eastern politics, security studies and IR, as well as policy
makers.
Sports Broadcasting Kevin Hull 2022 "This undergraduate textbook provides students with the information and skills
needed to be a well-rounded sports television or radio broadcaster. Students will learn how to write for broadcast, shoot
and edit video, and prepare for all the additional tasks needed along the way"-Revolutionary Constitutions Bruce Ackerman 2019-05-13 Offering insights into the origins, successes, and threats to
revolutionary constitutionalism, Bruce Ackerman takes us to India, South Africa, Italy, France, Poland, Burma, Israel, Iran,
and the U.S. and provides a blow-by-blow account of the tribulations that confronted popular movements in their
insurgent campaigns for constitutional democracy.
TOEFL® iBT READER Reading Practice Book for TOEFL iBT TOEFL iBT S?navlar? Okuma Çal??malar? Kitab?Hidayet
Tuncay 2018-01-01 The book covers 35 passages classified at three levels: Intermediate: 8 passages UpperIntermediate: 12 passages Advanced: 15 passages Passages about Sociology, Education, Social Sciences, Media,
Science and History 258 TOEFL iBT- type questions with the passages Totally 800 words and expressions within the
passages and in the glossary Answers to all questions in the appendix
Focus On: 100 Most Popular American Tenors Wikipedia contributors
Media Literacy for Citizenship Kirsten Kozolanka 2018-08-22 Offering a critical perspective, Media Literacy for Citizenship
emphasizes the ability to analyze media messages as a fundamental component of engaged citizenship. The ten
chapters of this text are divided into two sections: the first six chapters explore the landscape of the media today, and
each of the final four chapters examines how the media presents specific issues, all of which are of vital importance to
civil society. Each chapter forms a mini-lesson and encompasses three core elements: an essay on a subject area
important to critical media literacy; a list of case examples that can be used for assignments; and a list of key terms
common to all chapters and cases. The diverse topics of study and the rich pedagogy make this book a perfect resource
for courses in communications, journalism, media studies, and education.
Bannon Keith Koffler 2017-11-13 He helped engineer one of the greatest upsets in political history—the election of
Donald J. Trump as president of the United States. Now, after a short and turbulent tenure in the White House, Steve
Bannon is working on the outside to propel forward his populist agenda even when it puts him at odds with the Trump
administration. Unafraid to speak the truth and unwilling to back down, Bannon has made headlines in recent months for
slamming the Trump administration's approach to North Korea and China, backing controversial Senate candidate Roy
Moore at all costs, and calling members of Trump's circle—including Trump's son Don Jr. and his son-in-law Jared
Kushner—"treasonous" for meeting with Russians during the election. What is Steve Bannon trying to achieve? Is he a
political genius with a promising ideology, or a muckraker without allegiances? In Bannon: Always the Rebel, veteran

White House reporter Keith Koffler sits down for hours of interviews with Steve Bannon and gets the embattled former
White House advisor talking about his plans, his current thinking about the Trump White House, and the reasons he's still
fighting. "Keith Koffler's book will help you understand why Steve Bannon still matters, and why he is one of the most
powerful and important men outside the Oval Office." —SEBASTIAN GORKA, Ph.D., former deputy assistant to
President Trump, author of Defeating Jihad, and chief strategist of the Make America Great Again Coalition.
Trump Effect Karina V. Korostelina 2016-10-14 Professor Karina V. Korostelina presents insights into the "Trump effect"
and explains how the support for Trump among the American general public is based on three complementary pillars.
First, Trump champions a specific conception of American national identity that empowers his supporters. Second,
Trump's leadership has, to an extent, been crafted from his ability to recognize where and with whom he can get the most
return on his investment (e.g. his political comments) and address the perceived general malaise in the U.S. Trump also
mirrors the emotions of a disenfranchised American public, and inspires the use of frustration based anger and insults to
achieve desired aims. He addresses the public’s intolerance of uncertainty and ambivalence by providing simpler
solutions to complex national problems and by blurring the boundary betweent he leading political parties. Further, Trump
employs existing political polarization and has established a new kind of morality. Third, Trump challenges the existing
political balance of power within the U.S. and globally. The overarching goal of this book is to show how the popularity of
Trump has revealed substantial problems in the social, political, and economic fabric of American life. Aimed at the
general public and students in the U.S. and internationally, the book goes beyond many explanations of the "Trump
Effect". Using a multidisciplinary theoretical lens, it provides a systemic multifaceted analysis based on multiple theories
of social identity, emotions, cognitions, morality, and power to explain the broader social phenomena of the rise of
individuals in society.
Leadership localisation Aynur Do?an 2017-05-18 This new issue in our leadership series provides you with a
comprehensive analysis of management practices in Australia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, China, Dominican Republic , Finland,
France, Ghana, Ireland, Italy, Morocco, New Zealand, Romania, Suriname, Sweden and Vietnam. This book shows how
domestic leadership conventions often differ significantly from those in other countries. Comparative desk research, focus
interviews with, and online polling of thousands of C-level professionals in the aforementioned countries, made us realise
how much cultural factors can affect leadership strategies across the globe. A book providing a reference for those
aiming at a cross-border career, or interested in international management issues. Alwin van der Blom ; ??? ???????
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Lieshout ; Rynk Poelsma ; Sam van Diest ; Sammie Reijnders ; Sem van Amersfoort ; Sil Visser ; Sophie Klijn ; Stefanie
Ozuna Castillo ; Susanne Koelman ; Sven Spiegelenberg ; Teun Hoogland ; Tibor Lundberg ; Tim Eliasson ; Titta
Pennanen ; Tjeerd Phaff ; Victoria Ricknell ; Vlada Sacara and ??? (Yvonne, Yangfan Zhang).
Violent Non-state Actors and the Syrian Civil War Özden Zeynep Oktav 2017-11-29 This book sheds new light on the
security challenges for failed states posed by violent non-state armed actors (VNSAs). By focusing on the Syrian Civil
War, it explores the characteristics, ideologies and strategies of the Islamic State (ISIS) and the People’s Protection Units
(YPG), as well as the regional and geopolitical impacts of these VNSAs. The contributors also cover topics such as the reimagination of borders, the YPG’s demands for national sovereignty, and the involvement of regional and global powers
in the Syrian crisis. “This timely volume by regional scholars and experts examines various aspects of the emergence and
expansion of violent non-state actors in the Syrian/Iraqi conflict. The wealth of detail and approaches enhance our
understanding of the transformation and dynamics of contemporary conflicts within and beyond the region.” Keith Krause,
The Graduate Institute, Geneva “This book opens fascinating glimpses into contrasting forms of “state-like” governance
established by non-state actors, ISIS and the Kurdish PYD. [...] It is an important source for students of the Syrian
conflict, civil wars, failed states and hybrid governance.”Raymond Hinnebusch, Director Centre for Syrian Studies,
University of St. Andrews “This book is an excellent resource for those looking for an interdisciplinary account of VNSAs
during the Syrian civil war. It makes a nice contribution to the study of violent non state actors and poses a set of new and
pressing questions.” Max Abrahms, Northeastern University.
Contemporary Issues in International Relations Mehmet Emin Erendor 2020-03-04 Recent regional and global crises
have changed the structure of international relations and cause countries to be inconsistent in their policies. Examples of
these include the protest demonstrations and political crises which started in the Middle East and African countries in
2010 known as the ‘Arab Spring’, which had a major effect on Syria, and the movement towards Brexit. These emerging
regional and global crises have highlighted the shortcomings of the discipline of international relations and the need for a
new, detailed study to be conducted. The topics in this book have been carefully selected in order to provide a more
objective assessment of the recent and ongoing problems of the international community. This volume will be a valuable
resource for graduate, undergraduate and post-graduate students, academics and researchers in the areas of cyber
security, international law, international organizations, and international relations.
Locating Nature Usha Natarajan 2022-09-30 For those troubled by environmental harm on a global scale and its deeply
unequal effects, this book explains how international law structures ecological degradation and environmental injustice

while claiming to protect the environment. It identifies how central legal concepts such as sovereignty, jurisdiction,
territory, development, environment, labour and human rights make inaccurate and unsustainable assumptions about the
natural world and systemically reproduce environmental degradation and injustice. To avert socioecological crises, we
must not only unpack but radically rework our understandings of nature and its relationship with law. We propose more
sustainable and equitable ways to remake law's relationship with nature by drawing on diverse disciplines and
sociocultural traditions that have been marginalized within international law. Influenced by Third World Approaches to
International Law (TWAIL), postcolonialism and decoloniality, and inspired by Indigenous knowledges, cosmology,
mythology and storytelling, this book lays the groundwork for an epistemological shift in the way humans conceptualize
the relationship between law and nature.
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